LIVE AUCTION

Auctioneer: Professor Ron Tyler
MC: Thomas Berry

001 - Great Scotch!
(Scotch Tasting for 10 with Former Dean Larry Kramer)

002 - Two Engstroms for the Price of One BBQ
(BBQ for 12 Students at the Engstroms’ House)

003 - Grill N’ Magill
(Big Game Tailgate with Dean Magill)

004 - I Like the Way They Dribble Up and Down the Court
(Full-Court Basketball Game for 5 Students Against Faculty)

005 - Never Thought I’d Be On a Boat
(Private Powerboat Cruise in Newport Beach)

006 - It Still Snows in Colorado
(6-Day Lift Tickets to Aspen)

007 - Looking for a Tour? Let Me Google That For...
(Lunch and tour of Google HQ w/ Googlers)
LIVE AUCTION ITEMS

001
GREAT SCOTCH!
A great man once said “I love scotch, scotchy scotch scotch.” Find out what he meant at a tasting for 10 with another great man, former Stanford Law dean and current scotch connoisseur Larry Kramer!
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professor Larry Kramer

002
TWO ENGSTROMS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE BBQ
Sit back, relax and watch the Engstroms grill BBQ instead of their students. If anyone is getting cold called at this dinner event, it’ll be them - “You call that grilling?? Where’s the REAL BBQ sauce? Is this meat free-range?” The possibilities are endless. For 12 people.
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professors David and Nora Freeman Engstrom

003
GRILL N’ MAGILL
Get some face time with the face of SLS. Delicious food, cold beer, and good times with Dean Magill, as you and your friends tailgate at her home or the groves before the Stanford v. Utah Game. For 30 people.
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Dean Magill

004
I LIKE THE WAY THEY DRIBBLE UP AND DOWN THE COURT
It’s been said that Professor Engstrom coached the infamous Monstars in Space Jam. For the pride of the student body, 5 of you will play against a faculty team coached by Professors Engstrom and Fisher. There is nothing less than eternal glory at stake.
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professors Jeffrey Fisher and David Engstrom
005

NEVER THOUGHT I’D BE ON A BOAT

Pack your nautical themed pashmina for a beach-side cruise for 6 to 8 friends in SoCal, featuring appetizers, libations, and Haley Horton. Swim trunks, flip-flop-pies, and autotuned interludes highly encouraged. Summer redemption only.

Value: Priceless

Donated by: Haley Horton

006

IT STILL SNOWS IN COLORADO

Has Palo Alto’s lack of winter made you crave the frozen tundra of home? Take yourself back to the motherland with four 6-day lift tickets for the 2014-2015 ski season, valid on Aspen Mountain, Aspen Highlands, Butter-milk, and Snowmass Mountain. Because in Soviet Law School, chair lifts you!

Value: Priceless

Donated by: The Crown Family

007

LOOK FOR A TOUR? LET ME GOOGLE THAT FOR...

Join SLS alums and Googlers including Marisa Brutoco, Fred Von Lohmann and General Counsel Kent Walker (schedules permitting), as well as Professor Mark Lemley and current students and former Googlers Sam Dippo and Jordan Rice, for lunch and a tour of Google. See the dinosaur, eat at Charlie’s Cafe, and go to the Google Store, as well as hear anecdotes from these current and former Googlers. For 6 students.

Value: Priceless

Donated by: Marisa Brutoco and Google
SILENT AUCTION ITEMS
The Royal Gardens (Room 271)

101
DEVELOP A SOPHISTICATED BEER PALATE
Make your parents proud: Drench your palate with the tastiest brews this side of the Mississippi with 2L Mark Mallery. Learn how to make a mini-brew and the fine distinctions that all drinkers of exquisite beer should. It’s a skill. Develop it. For 4 people.
Value: $55
Donated by: Mark Mallery

102
THE BLAIR WINE PROJECT
Whether you are an established connoisseur or just looking to branch out from Two-Buck Chuck, this assortment of eight wines, two glasses and a wine key will soon have you swirling and sipping like a true oenophile.
Value: $275
Donated by: Blair Estates Wine

103
LOST IN SPACE
Feeling like your body is just floating into space? Need something to bring you back to Earth? Or maybe you just watched Sandra Bullock and George Clooney battle their way back to gravity. Join them, subtract the hefty spacesuits and add bourgeois food, with a $100 gift certificate to Gravity Wine Bar and Bistro in our very own Palo Alto!
Value: $100
Donated by: Gravity Wine & Bistro

104
WANNA GET AWAY?
Welcome to California! You’ve seen the palm trees, the astroturf and the drought. Now, go visit a beach. Enjoy the sunshine in the historic La Playa Hotel in Carmel, complete with wine tasting, champagne brunch, and dinner at the new La Balena restaurant.
Value: $575
Donated by: Trio Carmel

105
DRUNK IN LOVE
Have you been drankin’? Beyonce most definitely has, but the real question is: where is all the good stuff? Hidden in Mark Lemley’s Tesla, or maybe in the Law Review’s secret room? Nope! It’s across the Bay, in Bear Territory. Take a group of 8 friends (for protection of course) and venture into the wild orchards of Livermore, CA for private wine tasting at 3 Steves Winery!
Value: $200
Donated by: 3 Steves Winery

106
GREAT WINE, SINCE 188...
WHAAAA?
Get to know America’s oldest, continuously operating family-label winery in a private tour and tasting for up to 8. Sadly, you won’t remember any of the Vineyard’s rich history because you’re probably going to get hammered during the tour. On the other hand, all of you will receive a commemorative Logo Glass at the end, plus a 15% discount on wines purchased by attendee on the day of the tour, so you have something to remember it by — go ahead, drink up!
Value: $575
Donated by: Concannon Winery
22nd Annual Bid for Justice Auction

The Royal Gardens (Room 271)

107
SIX PACK OF WINE
Until the 1950s, the Sonoma Rodeo was held at this ranch, now the home of the Larson Family Winery. Legend has it that on moonlit nights, when you've had more than 3 bottles of the Larsen's award-winning Millerick Road Zinfandel, you can still hear the ghostly whinny of those long-gone horses. Spookily delicious! Find out after a private tasting for 6, plus a full bottle of wine at the end.

Value: $75
Donated by: Larson Family Winery

110
NOT AN OKCUPID PROFILE
With a private-wine tasting for up to 8 people, you’ll learn why Wine Enthusiast Magazine has named this vintner’s “guitar-playing, yoga-posing” head winemaker one of “40 Tastemakers Under 40”. If you don't believe in privacy, bring 7 strangers and have them share the #DrunkSelfies on Instagram. It's your day!

Value: $160
Donated by: Wente Vineyards

108
COME ENLIGHTEN US
According to their website, Balletto Vineyards has a philosophy: “Balance and elegance are the two qualities we aim for in our wines.” But are those qualities based on substantive or verdictive aesthetic judgment? And do they challenge Kant’s “surface” account of beauty as pleasure that transcends mere sensuous gratification? You’re probably just the philosophy-major-cum-legal-theorist we need to sort it all out, with 2 bottles and a tasting for 4!

Value: $76
Donated by: Balletto Vineyards

111
EAT, DRINK, AND BE MURIE
What better place than Livermore Valley to destroy your liver? Grab 7 friends for this wine-tasting excursion to Murietta's Well, located conveniently just across the bay. Do it right and it will take all 7 of them to carry you home.

Value: $160
Donated by: Wente Vineyards

109
GOOGLE WINEGLASS
According to Wine Advocate, this vineyard’s owners make wine with “the entrepreneurial, risk-taking approach they learned in the high-tech world, and the results are terrific.” Does that make any sense at all? Only one way to find out, with a 4 person wine and cheese tasting!

Value: $260
Donated by: Testarossa Winery

112
ROMANCE IN THE VALLEY
Tired of the daily grind? Need a chance to get away with your hubby? This pass for a premium wine tasting for 2 at V. Sattui Winery will help you and your loved-one relax and take in all the comforts of Napa Valley.

Value: $40
Donated by: V. Sattui Winery
The Royal Gardens (Room 271)

113  
CLASSIFY YOUR G&T’S  
Class up your next party with a selection of artisanal spirits from St. George Distillery, including three types of gin, raspberry liqueur, and spiced pear liqueur.  
Value: $175  
Donated by: St. George Spirits

114  
JUST ADD TONIC  
For both the connoisseurs of spirits and the untrained gin lover – enjoy a tour for 4 people at St. George Distillery, where you’ll view the facilities and learn about the craft distillation of artisanal spirits. Like any good tour, this one ends with a guided tasting of St. George’s hand-crafted spirits.  
Value: $80  
Donated by: St. George Spirits

116  
DRINK DON’T DRIVE  
Everyone knows wine tasting is just a classy way to get wasted. 1L Alon will help on your way toward socially acceptable day-drunkness by driving you and your fellow wine-o’s around. And when your wine has sturdier legs than you do…he’ll be there to cart your ass home.  
Value: $50  
Donated by: Alon Sachar

117  
BREWS WITH A BRO  
From the founding father of jurisbrewdence to your Munger home, 1L Vince Mazzurco will guide you and 4 friends through the delicacies of hops, wheat, and barley. The theme of the beer tasting will be tailored to your taste, but will definitely bring you beyond a reasonable stout.  
Value: $100  
Donated by: Vince Mazzurco

115  
BOTTOMLESS MIMOSAS? ... WE’LL SEE ABOUT THAT  
Ah, brunch…One of the only socially acceptable ways to get toasted before 11am. Let the fabulous Haley treat you and 5 friends to a morning of scrumptious breakfast foods and equally tasty morning cocktails.  
Value: $150  
Donated by: Haley Horton
YOUR SATURDAY IS PLANNED

Too déclassé to play real golf? Can't tell a birdie from a bogey or a driver from a wedge? Grab a beer and up to 7 friends and go for disc golf instead, the ultimate in lawn sports and day drinking! All the cool corporate lawyers are doing it!

**Value:** $30
**Donated by:** Cathleen Hamel and Nick Scheiner

NOT YOUR FATHER’S HOT TUB

A VIP tour and tasting for you and 3 of your best friends (or not, we don’t judge) at the Jacuzzi Family estate in Sonoma. As a souvenir, take back a bottle of Jacuzzi Rosso di Sette Fratelli home with you - though we don’t recommend drinking it in your hot tub.

**Value:** $250
**Donated by:** Jacuzzi Family Vineyards

LIKE IT IN PERSON

Happy hour and tour for 6 at Facebook hosted by SLS alum Andrew Blotky, Facebook’s Manager of Internal Communications. Before Facebook, Andrew Blotky held several positions in the public interest sector, including at the Center for American Progress. Chat with him about what it’s like to work in tech with a public interest background.

**Value:** Priceless
**Donated by:** Andrew Blotky

THE GODFATHER OF AUCTION BASKETS

A towel. Sunglasses. Wine gift card. Sunscreen. A Nalgene. This is a basket that you can’t refuse.

**Value:** $100
**Donated by:** Francis Ford Coppola Winery
CELEBRATE YOUR YOGI

If life has knocked you out of balance, try yoga to get back to a tranquil state. Exercise your body and mind as you develop strength, flexibility, and mindfulness as yogi and former surfer Mike leads you through 75-minute sessions. After 10 of them, you'll be feeling Om-azing!

Value: $130
Donated by: Yoga with Mike

EAGLE, BIRDIES, AND BOGIES, OH MY!

Few courses are on par with Little River Inn golf course, which offers golfers expansive ocean views amid redwoods and pine trees. While you and a friend enjoy 18 holes on the Mendocino coast, you might just see a deer or two – the course is also an Audubon-certified nature sanctuary.

Value: $106
Donated by: Little River Inn

BOWL ME OVER

Grab some friends for an hour of bowling on two lanes at Bel Mateo Bowl, complete with a full bar and TVs for you to catch up with your favorite sports teams. Shoe rentals are included but don't forget your socks!

Value: $96
Donated by: Bel Mateo Bowl

AH SHOOT!

You and your friends will learn how to shoot from four veterans and SLS students at Coyote Valley Sporting Clays. You've already wasted enough of your life playing Duck Hunt, why not find out how the real thing feels?

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Ben Adams, John Casey, Steve Seber, and Vince Crowley

SUNS OUT, GUN'S OUT, SKY'S OUT, THIGHS OUT

Let 1L Brian Weissenberg, the SLS Hulk, craft your perfect beach body. Michelangelo may have made David famous, but BWeiss will sculpt your body in all the right ways with a personalized workout regiment. You'll look so good that no one will notice you're overcompensating.

Value: $100
Donated by: Brian Weissenberg

LINE YOUR LUNGS, LOVE YOUR LIVER, BURN THE LANES

Don't let your bowling prowess go up in smoke. Or do let it! These boys will show you and 2 friends how to smoke out your secret bowling talent with drinks on the side.

Value: $150
Donated by: Matt Higgins, Andrew Kushner, and Vince Crowley
207
LET OUT YOUR INNER CAVEWOMAN/CAVEMAN
Ever wondered what it's like to eat like a dinosaur? Do you crave raw meat, and want to build muscles to tear down trees? Detoxify and get fit with your friends, and join a paleo dinner for 4 and 3 crossfit workouts courtesy of James Barton, Peyton Gully, and Michelle Lamy.
Value: $80
Donated by: James Barton, Peyton Gully, and Michelle Lamy

208
PROFESSIONAL-ISH PRACTICE
Sick of running around in a polo on the golf course, chasing down balls in the rough, but feel like golf is supposed to be some obligatory part of your lawyerly education? Fake it 'til you make it and get your putt on with 4 passes for one round of minigolf. Or if you want to get wild, use your pass on the waterslides.
Value: $50
Donated by: Golfland

209
INNER ESCAPE
While you are quietly sitting and reading your casebooks, do you dream of moving your body? While you are lying awake anxiously anticipating panel questions, do you wish you could find inner peace? This pass for ten yoga classes at Avalon Yoga will take you there and beyond.
Value: $140
Donated by: Avalon Yoga International

210
OAKLAND A’S ADVENTURE
What’s more fun than drinking beer and yelling at the TV during the game? Drinking beer and yelling at the players and their fans, that’s what. Take yourself and a buddy out to the ball game with two plaza outfield vouchers to an Oakland A’s home game.
Value: $36
Donated by: Oakland Athletics

211
A’S INSTEAD OF H’S
Whether you want to talk about moneyball or mens rea, Coase theorem or Coco Crisp, this is a unique opportunity to combine your passion for justice and baseball in one unforgettable afternoon (or night), with 4 tickets to an A’s game with the Kelmans!
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professor Kelman

212
TENNIS, ANYONE?
Head to the tennis courts with Professor Asimow for a once-in-a-lifetime match. Professor Asimow plays at a 3.5 level, so you better bring it!
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professor Asimow
213
FISHER-ING FOR BASEBALLS IN THE BAY
Leave your worries behind and get caught up in the game while you and 2 friends, with Professor Jeffrey Fisher, root for the San Francisco Giants! Prize does not include personal injury insurance for flying balls. You assume the risk by attending, and that risk is well worth it!
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professor Jeffrey Fisher

214
TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME
Whether you go for love of baseball, beer, or sexy men in capris, you’ll have a ball at the Giants v. Miami game on May 18th, 2014 with 3 other friends in these seats just seven rows from home plate!
Value: $320
Donated by: Leslie Bryant

215
TWO COUNTS OF RACQUET-EERING
Been listening to a lot of Lorde? Want to show off the skills you learned in that tennis class that got you up to the minimum number of credit hours? Get out your best headband and practice your guttural grunts when you take on Professors Donohue and Banks in doubles tennis.
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professors Donohue and Banks

216
GET YOUR (GIANTS) GAME ON
Struggling to get to first base? The San Francisco Giants can teach you how it’s done! With 3 other friends, sit back in your box seat and learn from the pros. And maybe try introducing yourself to that hottie down the row. Game to be agreed upon.
Value: $600
Donated by: Bill Neukom

217
NINER NATION
The only thing better to add to an avid Niners fan’s memorabilia collection would be a cement chunk of Candlestick Park itself. But this football, autographed by Bruce Miller, is infinitely more useable and displayable. And if you’re not a 49ers fan, there’s always eBay.
Value: $200
Donated by: San Francisco 49ers

218
RIDE THE DRAGON
So you can’t breathe fire. But, for an hour, you can give yourself the power of flight with an acrobatic glider ride at the Williams Soaring Center!
Value: $300
Donated by: Ben Hewlett

219
PUCKING AWESOME
Heads up, hockey fans! This autographed hockey puck by Tyler Kennedy of the San Jose Sharks will have you showing off to your hockey homies.
Value: $30
Donated by: San Jose Sharks
220
WE WILL PUMP (CLAP) YOU UP!

Give yourself a legitimate excuse to wear a cut-off tank top and use the phrase “pumping iron” with this personal training session from Sheli and Jenny. Your glutes will thank you.

Value: $75
Donated by: Sheli Chabon and Jenny Palmer

221
THE ORIGINAL THREE STRIKES PROJECT

Root for the home team (or the away team, if you’re into that)! Get 4 first row Terrace Club seats to the Oakland A’s v. Mariners game on July 12th, 2014 in Seattle at the Safeco Field. All that spring rain makes Seattle a gorgeous place to visit in the summer. Plus, if it rains on game day, the stadium has a retractable roof. Win-win.

Value: $196
Donated by: Chuck Armstrong

222
THE FOUR FRISBEE TOUR

Four whole frisbees. A frisbee-golf based tour of some of Stanford’s coolest spots. Plus Marcus. I’d go as slow as possible – this is the last time in his career that he won’t be charging by the hour.

Value: $25
Donated by: Marcus Williams

223
AH... SHOOOT?!?!

Let 3L and former Marine Jeff Sommers teach you the ins and outs of marksmanship! Earn that last merit badge you were looking to get! Finally get some respect from your friends at the saloon!

Value: $80
Donated by: Jeff Sommers

224
ROCK YOUR BODY

Want a Rockin’ Body? Enjoy a free one-month pass at The Bar Method in Town and Country and tuck your way to a brand new bod’. For new clients only.

Value: $100
Donated by: The Bar Method

225
LAWYER POSE

Take a break from your lawyer pose and work out your warrior pose. Get your sun salutation on with five classes at Yoga Source in Palo Alto. Namaste.

Value: $75
Donated by: YogaSource

226
CYCLE FOR YOUR SOUL

Want to sweat next to 49 of your closest friends? SoulCycle is donating an individual cycle class for 50 bikes for $20 per spot.

Value: $1,000
Donated by: SoulCycle
SILENT AUCTION ITEMS
Food / Cooking / Social Dining (The Crown Road)
SECOND FLOOR BREEZEWAY AND CLASSROOM BUILDING ATRIUM

301
IT’S “CHOWDAH!”
SAY IT RIGHT!!
It’s your chance to finally live like a Kennedy, without all the scandal and tragedy. Enjoy $100 worth of authentic, New England-style seafood at Sam’s Chowder House in downtown Palo Alto, from salmon to swordfish and octopus to oysters. Why not get a taste of what life would be like every day, if you’d gone to that other law school?
Value: $100
Donated by: Sam’s Chowder House

302
BON APPETIT
You and 7 friends will get a homecooked three-course meal, and the company of 1Ls Gagan Gupta and Lilah Hume! What more could you ask for!?
Value: $200
Donated by: Gagan Gupta and Lilah Hume

303
WARM YOUR HEART AND FEED YOUR EGO… OR THEIRS
Ladies (and gentlemen), imagine yourself the center of attention with four highly experienced fireside-chatters 2Ls Carl Ruggiero, Scott Flanz, Ian Steams, and Jake M. You can’t go wrong with a libation or two and some sparkling conversation. Up to 4 people.
Value: $40
Donated by: Carl Ruggiero, Scott Flanz, Ian Steams, and Jake M.

304
BAKE MY DAY
While getting baked might prevent you from advancing in your future career, feel free to inhale these delicious baked goods. It’s a bad habit, but cookies, muffins, and other delicious baked goods from 1L Ginny Halden will only enable you once a month for an entire school year!
Value: $45
Donated by: Ginny Halden

305
HERE’S TO LAWYERS WHO LUNCH
You might not be a wealthy, vodka-loving socialite, but a lawyer is almost the same thing! Relax with friends at the mightiest of meals: a brunch for 4 with Professor Kessler.
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professor Kessler

306
INDULGE FOR A GOOD CAUSE, GUILT FREE!
For a really generous bid, 3L Meredith Firetog will bake you something! She’ll even remove all calories from your brownies or cake, leaving behind only decadent flavor. She’s that good.
Value: $30
Donated by: Meredith Firetog
MR. TEA
Want to brush up on your tea etiquette? Or just like tea? I pity the fool who doesn’t bid on high tea for 8 with Professor Gordon at his home.
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professor Gordon

#MCCONNELLING AT HOME
Back in the day the Supreme Court had a private screening room so the justices could “evaluate” offensive films. Don’t miss your chance to check out former Tenth Circuit Judge Michael McConnell’s setup in his own “home court” watching his home movies after some dinner and just desserts. For 4 people.
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professor McConnell

A CHEESEY AFFAIR
Pizza and film night for 10 with Professor George Fisher in the elite faculty lounge must be a lot more fun than pizza and Netflix at home alone, right?
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professor George Fisher

THEA, TESLA TEA TIME
Tired of brief writing and bluebooking? Take the day off with 2 friends to join Thea Johnson for afternoon tea. When you’re mellowed out, embark on a tour of the Tesla Motors HQ.
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Thea Johnson

HANKERING FOR GREELY GOOD FOOD?
Revive your appetite with dinner for 6 at the home of foremost Species Revival Expert and Biomedical Ethics Expert, Professor Hank Greely. A popular item for the last 16 years!
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professor Greely

A TASTE OF PARIS
Relive your first kiss, the one on the banks of the Seine under the stars and the watchful eyes of the gargoyles of Notre Dame - what, that wasn’t how yours went? Either way, have a taste of France with a $50 gift card to Crepevine right here in Palo Alto.
Value: $50
Donated by: Crepevine
313

A SLICE OF HEAVEN

Had Professor Martinez not become an internationally-renowned legal scholar, specializing in international law, she would have been an internationally renowned pastry chef, specializing in pies. Learn everything from the perfect crust to fluffiest meringue in this pie-baking lesson for 5!

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professor Martinez

316

THE SNACK DAHLIA

Ever wanted to be famous? Take your shot as you rub elbows over lunch in Washington, DC with Slate’s Supreme Court reporter extraordinaire, Dahlia Lithwick. This can happen any time in the next year, subject to Dahlia’s schedule. Just imagine you, 5 of your closest friends, and Dahlia taking #selfies amidst fresh hors d’oeuvres and highbrow banter. This is what your tuition is for.

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Dahlia Lithwick

314

PATTIES & PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIONS

Burgers at Zotts for 15 students with Beth Colgan and Kaipo Matsumura. Don’t tell us you haven’t fantasized about having a conversation with these two and never once talking about bluebooking.

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Beth Colgan and Kaipo Matsumura

317

YES, CHEF!

A great meal starts with a great recipe. This cookbook autographed by world-renowned Calafia chef Charlie Ayers will have you impressing even your toughest critic: your mother.

Value: $25
Donated by: Calafia Cafe

315

JUST(ICE) DESSERTS

Fudge all the stresses of law school, and get some sweet relief from the constant bitterness that is legal reading. Professor Spaulding will teach you and 3 friends all the procedures (civil or otherwise) to making a decadent dessert and get your ganache game on point.

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professor Spaulding

318

GUESS WHO’S COMING TO DINNER?

Law students slave over their books. Now you can make them slave in the kitchen, too! Lovely 1Ls Jaclyn and Ashley will come to your home and prepare a gourmet meal to tantalize your taste buds!

Value: $75
Donated by: Jaclyn Tandler and Ashley Williams
22nd Annual Bid for Justice Auction

Food / Cooking / Social Dining (The Crown Road)
Second Floor Breezeway and Classroom Building Atrium

319
GOURMET COOKING: THE BASIC LIFE SKILL YOU’VE BEEN MISSING
Admit it. Hot Pockets and frozen taquitos don’t satisfy your hunger the way they used to. Our 1L Le Cordon Bleu-trained Chef Dana, and her amazing sous-chefs Charlie and Thomas, will treat you to a three-course gourmet meal for 6 – wine pairings included. The highest bidder not only gets to invite 5 friends over to enjoy a gourmet dinner, but also has the option to join the chefs in the kitchen for a cooking lesson of their own!
Value: $300
Donated by: Dana Rehnquist, Charlie Cao, and Thomas Buley

320
SOME TORT PUN
Finally, dessert without the guilt! Except for the calories and complicity in global capitalism. Enjoy the finest vegan fruit tart SPILF has to offer!
Value: $10
Donated by: Joel Minor

321
GAME OF… SCONES?!?!
We’ve all been talking, and we think your scone-baking game’s a joke. For God’s sake, get your act together and learn from the best, 3L Andrew Noll.
Value: $25
Donated by: Andrew Noll

322
A FEW GOOD … MENEMEN?!?!
What’s in a Turkish breakfast? Google Image Search isn’t terribly helpful! Allow 2Ls Emily and Jessica to be your guides on this culinary adventure for up to 8 people, and please post the photos to Wikipedia!
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Emily Zhang and Jessica Dragonetti

323
YOU COULD COOK FOR DARBAR
We’ll be wanting you to cater our lunchtime meals after this cooking tutorial. Become a culinary master of Indian cuisine as you effortlessly blend spices, veggies, and meats to get that perfect, homemade flavor. Grab a huge hunk of naan and dig in! Up to 4 people.
Value: $50
Donated by: Anuja Thatte, Neha Gupta and Nisha Kashyap

324
JUST LIKE MOM MADE
Crim Pro got you down? Cassandra Kildow’s baked goods will put a smile back on your face and a spring back in your step. Pick your poison (cookies or pies or brownies or cake...hungry yet?) and she’ll deliver.
Value: $15
Donated by: Cassandra Kildow
YOUR DIET STARTS TO-MMORRRROWWW

Tired of Treehouse? Sick of that Coho smell in your clothes? Looking for a post-Bar Review snack after a long night at the Patio? Enjoy a pizza plus two slices from Pizza My Heart and a $50 gift card to Oren’s Hummus!

Value: $83
Donated by: Pizza My Heart and Oren’s Hummus

THINK INSIDE THE BOX

Catered lunch for 10 from Asian Box. Perfect for dinner parties or to avoid cooking during finals.

Value: $110
Donated by: Asian Box

SURPRISE!

Asian Street Dust™, with all the swag (Read: hat and shirt) to go with it. Plus you get personalized box certificates redeemable in stores with discount cards!

Value: $140
Donated by: Asian Box

TEQUILA TIME

Reposado (n.) A type of tequila, aged a minimum of two months, but less than a year in oak barrels of any size. Or the local Palo Alto Mexican restaurant. Because you deserve a gift card for better Mexican food than Freebirds.

Value: $100
Donated by: Reposado

BETTER THAN DOMINO’S!

$50 can’t buy you class, but it can buy you a classy Italian dinner at one of Palo Alto’s finest restaurants. Spend the whole gift card on yourself, or take someone special and share spaghetti Lady and the Tramp-style.

Value: $50
Donated by: Terún Pizzeria Ristorante

LET’S TACO ‘BOUT IT!

All the trendy tacos of the Marina conveniently located in Palo Alto. This $50 gift card to the legendary Tacolicious will cover at least one pitcher of agave margaritas.

Value: $50
Donated by: Tacolicious

REKINDLE YOUR INNER FLAME

Has law school dimmed your spirits? Allow charming 2Ls Connie Dang, Lisa Li, Mansi Kothari, and Jie Wang to rekindle your inner flame over a three-course, home-cooked, candlelight dinner with wine. For 2 people.

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Connie Dang, Lisa Li, Mansi Kothari, and Jie Wang
22nd Annual Bid for Justice Auction

SILENT AUCTION ITEMS
Vacations / Recreation (The Crown Road)
SECOND FLOOR BREEZEWAY AND CLASSROOM BUILDING ATRIUM

401
MONTEREY VACAY
Any successful trip on the California coast has to include Monterey, with its world-famous aquarium, unparalleled beaches and trails, and rich history. Enjoy a one-night stay for 2 in this LEED-certified hotel and partake in Monterey's natural attractions or venture into nearby Carmel, Big Sur, or play a round at Pebble Beach Golf Links.
Value: $200
Donated by: Portola Hotel & Spa

402
YOU BELONG IN A ZOO!
Take someone special on a free trip to the animal zoo, to laugh at all the funny things that animals do. Think of it as like spending the whole day watching Animal Planet, except every show is in 3D and you have to wear pants.
Value: $34
Donated by: San Francisco Zoo

403
I’M GOING TO DISNEYLAND!
Maybe superbowl MVPs prefer Orlando, but Disneyland is still pretty sweet, and nobody really has fun at Epcot anyway. You and 3 friends will spend the day with full admission to both Disneyland and Disney’s California adventure, enough time to see both parks, or to just ride “It’s a Small World” 73 1/2 times.
Value: $548
Donated by: Disneyland Resort

404
FOR YOUR INNER (OR OUTER) CHILD
Giant foam blocks, slides, a baby-size mountain, a real fishing ship...what doesn't Bay Area Discovery have? Bring your kids to spend the day at this children's museum in Sausalito with 2 family passes.
Value: $110
Donated by: Bay Area Discovery

405
THE MOST FUN YOU’LL HAVE IN A PUDDLE OF MUD!
Louis Litt would approve of this. Treat yo'self...to this one-hour facial at Immersion Spa. Get it gurl. Or boy – they offer men’s facials, too.
Value: $300
Donated by: Immersion Spa

406
POLISH ME PRETTY
The winner of this item will receive two manicures from the queen of nails herself – 1L Pilar Landon – who’s nail polish selection rivals even the most well equipped nail salons.
Value: $30
Donated by: Pilar Landon
Stanford Public Interest Law Foundation
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---

**407**

**MINT CHOCOLATE CHIP (WITHOUT THE CALORIES)**

Treat yo’self with a Mint Chocolate Pedicure designed to relax and rejuvenate your feet, plus make them smell delicious! Perfect for sandal season.

*Value:* $52  
*Donated by:* Simply Be Salon and Spa

---

**408**

**I THOUGHT I WAS DONE WITH SCIENCE**

Grab 3 of your friends and escape from the bubble to learn about species other than “gunners” at the California Academy of Sciences! CAS is home to a sprawling complex with exhibits and archives covering over 26 million specimens!

*Value:* $120  
*Donated by:* California Academy of Sciences

---

**409**

**MUSEUM-NOM-NOM**

Prepare for your legal career by indulging in entertainment on someone else’s dime. Associate Dean Diane Chin will treat 3 to either the Asian Art Museum in San Francisco’s Civic Center or the Oakland Museum of California, and a delicious meal out. Just don’t complain about tuition or she’ll make you order off the kid’s menu.

*Value:* Priceless  
*Donated by:* Associate Dean Diane Chin

---

**410**

**SEE THE FOREST... FOR THE TREES?**

Live off the fat of The Farm, with amateur dendrologist Sam Byker’s incredible expertise in both fruited and the other kind of tree! Take your paleo diet to the next level, and forage for fruits, vegetables, and palm sap!

*Value:* Priceless  
*Donated by:* Sam Byker

---
**22nd Annual Bid for Justice Auction**
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**411**

**SWIMMIN’ WITH THE FISHES**

So you didn’t become a marine biologist like you always dreamed about, but don’t let that stop you from getting up close and personal with the wonders of the sea with 2 tickets. San Francisco’s Aquarium of the Bay will mesmerize you with its jellyfish, sharks, and rays. And if you missed out on Sea World splash zones as a child (you poor soul...) a trip to this aquarium might just fill that void.

**Value:** $44

**Donated by:** Aquarium of the Bay

---

**412**

**PALO ALTO WILDERNESS CHALLENGE**

Ever fear getting stranded in the middle of the wilderness, at night, with skunkapes circling? Here’s your chance to learn basic survival lessons so you can fend for yourself the next time you’re stranded without Bevmo or Taco Bell nearby. We can’t promise you’ll be the next Bear Grylls but we can guarantee a night to remember.

**Value:** $50

**Donated by:** Kori Lorick, Elizabeth Hook, Philip Womble, Nick Scheiner, Lucia Roibal, and Cina Littlebird

---

**413**

**BID IF YOU “LIKE” THIS FACEBOOK TOUR!**

Come see if the rumors you’ve heard are true. Does Facebook really have an endless supply of candy? A ball pit? A pet dragon? You won’t know until you’ve seen it for yourself. A veritable Charlie and the Chocolate Factory experience for the millenial generation: a tour of Facebook HQ with Ben Maurer and Katherine Lin.

**Value:** $150

**Donated by:** Ben Maurer and Katherine Lin

---

**414**

**BETTER THAN A BED OF ROSES**

Enjoy a luxurious one-night stay at the Rosewood Sand Hill Resort, nestled in the Santa Cruz Mountains. Have a meal at their signature restaurant, Madera; get a massage at their in-house spa; or just relax by the pool and enjoy not being in class getting cold-called.

**Value:** $605

**Donated by:** Rosewood Sand Hill Resorts

---

**415**

**WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE**

Our native Alaskan and earth-lover 1L Rose “I’ve never met a recycling bin I don’t like” Stanley will take you and 3 friends on a natural adventure through California’s Red Woods. Hiking snacks (beer!) and good composting tips included.

**Value:** $40

**Donated by:** Rose Stanley

---

*Vacations / Recreation (The Crown Road) Second Floor Breezeway and Classroom Building Atrium*
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SECOND FLOOR BREEZEWAY AND CLASSROOM BUILDING ATRIUM

501
SHALL I COMPARE THEE TO A SUMMER’S DAY? I THINK NOT.
Chivalry might be dead, but romance clings on! Show your significant other how much you truly care with an original poem you bought from published poet and 1L Caroline Parke. It’ll make plagiarizing your “original” vows that much easier!

Value: $40
Donated by: Caroline Parke

502
TO GO, OR NOT TO GO, TO OREGON
“My sister was attacked by a swan at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival...but Ashland, Oregon is a gem!” Real quote from 1L Jeannie Lieder. Take in a play by the Bard or choose something more recent with two ticket passes to the Oregon Shakespeare Festival – just watch out for the wildlife.

Value: $100
Donated by: Oregon Shakespeare Festival

503
...IS ALL YOU NEED
Bid for a chance to see the Cirque du Soleil perform Beatles LOVE in Las Vegas. All you need is love, but all you want are these 2 tickets.

Value: $360
Donated by: Lee Eastman

504
IT JUST US, MARSHALL
Comfort yourself about the SCOTUS clerkship that never was by coming home to your very own picture of Justice Marshall. Place him on your nightstand to watch over you while you sleep. If it gets weird, don’t worry. You’ll have the power to reverse him!

Value: $200
Donated by: Deborah Rhode

505
SING THE NIGHT AWAY
If you find that you need to “let it go” and share your vocal talents with the world, grab seven friends and join Professors Ho, Martinez, and Morantz for an epic night of karaoke, food, and fun!

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professors Ho, Martinez and Morantz

506
BERRY FUNNY LESSONS
Knock knock. Who’s there? Thomas Berry, with jokes that are actually funny. He will show you how to turn your life story into a hilarious comedy routine. Perfect for those awkward OCI interview lulls!

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Thomas Berry

507
GO FOR THE SILVER
A sterling silver necklace made by an artisan jeweler. Dress it down, dress it up. Or melt it down and make a mint julep cup. It’s really your call.

Value: $140
Donated by: Joan Petersilia
508

CHAMBER MUSIC

Let the honey-sweet vocal stylings of this esteemed faculty group (including Dean Magill, Profs. Ho, Martinez, Morantz, Triantis, and YouTube Sensation, Professor Craswell) transport you to a land of aural bliss. The damages may not be liquidated, but your tears of joy will be.

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Dean Magill and Professors Craswell, Ho, Martinez, Morantz and Triantis

509

BRACE YOURSELF ...
SPILF IS COMING

Wanna feel like King Joffrey as you watch the new season of Game of Thrones? Or maybe you want to re-live the excitement of last season. Well, you can have your cake and eat it too with this combo of a hand-made Iron Throne and Season Three of Game of Thrones in Blu-Ray!

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Kristin Liska, Neil Raina and Bethany Bengfort

510

GET THOSE KNEES UP!

1Ls Vina Seelam and Deepa Kannappan will be teaching a lucky group of 6 students how to boogie down Bhangra style. Bhangra is a regional Indian dance form characterized by catchy tunes, powerful percussion, and brightly-colored costumes. Bhangra is great fun with friends, a great aerobic workout!

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Vina Seelam, Deepa Kannappan

511

WE TOTALLY PLAYTESTED THIS (AND YOU CAN TOO)

What do you call a card game that’s like Cards Against Humanity, but a little less adult? No, not Apples to Apples. It’s a completely new game invented by Marcus and Angela called Best Movie Ever, and you and 3-8 friends will playtest it with wine and hor d’ourvres! It’s like getting a chance to play basketball with John Naismith!

Value: $10
Donated by: Marcus Williams

512

A LITTLE OLD-FASHIONED FUN

Sometimes you need a respite from the fast-paced snap-chat era we live in. 1L Liz Jones can teach you to knit for a grand total of 6 hours of lessons. Liz’s famous tea and cookies will add to the homey feeling!

Value: $65
Donated by: Elizabeth Jones

513

BEND [YOUR WRIST] AND SNAP [YOUR FORK!]

What do “Legally Blonde” and the U.S. News Law School Rankings have in common? Both give Harvard too much credit. Over a meal in Los Angeles, CA, you and 5 friends can discuss life, the laws, and how to get a criminally-good perm with Amanda Brown, former SLSer and author of “Legally Blonde” (originally set at SLS!).

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Amanda Brown
514

THIS CONCERT WAITS FOR YOU

You may be right. You may be crazy. But these just may be the concert tickets you're looking for. 2 tickets for any Billy Joel concert at Madison Square Garden, beginning in July.

Value: $325
Donated by: Lee Eastman

515

LIKE A MUSICAL, ONLY BETTER

Be serenaded and entranced by song and drama in Italian, German, or whatever other languages they make opera in. These 2 tickets to the SF Opera are guaranteed to move you and your companion, or at least give you persistent tinnitus.

Value: $375
Donated by: San Francisco Opera

516

THE KING OF BLUES

Without the legendary B.B. King, American blues would have no backbone, and without this box set, neither would your music collection. Don't be spineless. Fill your musical void.

Value: $150
Donated by: Zach Horowitz

517

U2 WANTS THIS ALBUM

As all U2 fans know, Bono can do no wrong. The group who brought you "With or Without You" knocks it out of the park with this follow-up to "How to Dismantle an Atomic Bomb." If you're not already on the U2 bandwagon, get out from under your rock and get on it.

Value: $30
Donated by: Zach Horowitz

518

YOUR SUMMER PLAYLIST AWAIT

You'll be wishing they all could be California girls when you listen to the groovy tunes of The Beach Boys. Then, give those Brits a chance with the classic melodies of Elvis Costello. Whether your preferences lean toward side of the pond or further afield, your musical library will thank you for these two box sets.

Value: $140
Donated by: Zach Horowitz

519

RELIVE YOUR ANGSTY PUNK YEARS

Gene Simmons' tongue, Kurt Cobain's angst: both unforgettable, both reasons why you need these boxed sets. What's that you say? CDs are soooo 1990s? Tell that to KISS and Nirvana...

Value: $150
Donated by: Zach Horowitz
THEATRICAL HIJINX
Nothing could be artsier than going to the theatre. Nothing could be edgier than doing it in Bezerkeley. Prepare thyself for onstage rain, one-man shows, and other scenes not unlike Barney Stinson's epic robot impersonation in HIMYM with 2 tickets to the Berkeley Repetory Theatre.
Value: $150
Donated by: Berkeley Repetory Theatre

GODZILLA, KING OF THE POSTERS
Get an exclusive Godzilla mini-promotional poster from 2013 San Diego Comic Con, signed by Gareth Edwards, director of new Godzilla film! Poster will not be shipped until mid-June, but can you think of a better self-end-of-the-school-year present?
Value: $50
Donated by: John Drdek

WORDS WITH PROFESSORS
You don't want to roll the dice with your legal career, but you do want to role the dice with Professors Schacter and Brodie at a game night for 8-10! You know they can school you in the classroom, can you school them in Candyland?
Value: Priceless
Donated by: Professors Schacter and Brodie

WHAT’S IN THE BAG?
A $50 certificate to Leaf and Petal, one of Palo Alto's trendiest women's fashion boutiques. Not to mention, this Ashley Leather Carryall Tote bag is probably stylish, and a good way to signal to the world that you're a somebody.
Value: $200
Donated by: Leaf and Petal, Annette Lin

ARTSY FARTSY
Go shopping for some new art to furnish your home with this $100 gift certificate to Peabody Art in Menlo Park, and wear a beautiful art fair necklace while you're at it!
Value: $200
Donated by: Peabody Art

THEY’RE HEADPHONES.
Skullcandy Aviator Headphones for rocking out. And/or blocking out undergraduates, rude people in the teaming room, and high-intensity staircase creation.
Value: $150
Donated by: Latham & Watkins

#GETCULTURED
1L Will Evans will unlock your inner musical soul mate through a lesson in how to listen to and understand different interpretations of a classical piece of music.
Value: $20
Donated by: Will Evans
SIGN HERE

Sure, their logo is a bridge, but that doesn’t make them any less of a basketball team. This autographed picture of the Warriors would make a great addition to those tattered posters from college that are currently decorating the walls of your room in Munger.

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Warriors Basketball

FIDDLIN’ ARROUND

Have you ever dreamed of learning how to play the violin? Or do you just want to brush up on your music skills? Make those virtuoso dreams come true through two 1-hour private violin lessons, taught by Laura Vittet-Adamson as seen in the 1L band at Open Mic night. Violin will be provided for your personal use, and any music style and/or requests are welcome, from Mozart to Beyonce.

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Laura Vittet-Adamson

(BLUE)BOOK IT

Remember when America used to have bookstores? Relive those fond memories with gift certificates to Books, Inc.

Value: $25
Donated by: Books Inc.

IT’S IN THE BAG!

Look glamorous walking into your firm this summer with this caramel-colored leather Reed Krakoff bag. It holds stuff.

Value: $1,100
Donated by: Preston Bottomy

BRIGHT LIGHTS, BIG CITY

Skip the next Bar Review for something a little more highbrow with 2 tickets to the City Lights Theater Company in San Jose. You can enjoy something unique from their New Play Series or a classic show.

Value: $60
Donated by: City Lights Theatre Company

CAMERA:

READY, AIM, CLICK

Capture that magic moment with the sleekly stylish Canon PowerShot ELPH 115 IS camera. 16 megapixels, 8x optical zoom, 720p video, DIGIC 4 processor, ECO mode, automatic image stabilization, etc. – all the tech things you don’t know anything about (because you’re in law school), but you’ll act like you totally get them anyway.

Value: $119
Donated by: Trish Gerhart

SOMETHING DIGNIFIED

Three autographed books written by one of SLS’s most distinguished alumni, former Secretary of State Warren Christopher: “Chances of a Lifetime, a Memoir,” “In the Stream of History, Shaping Foreign Policy for a New Era,” and “Diplomacy: The Neglected Imperative.” All were personally signed by Secretary Warren on his visit to Stanford Law in 2005.

Value: Priceless
Donated by: Jillian del Pozo